
Serving SuggeStion

Colour your 
world with

rich’s® new 
Bettercreme® 

Pre-Whip 
Colours

Colour 
with 

creativity
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ingredientS and 
utenSilS required

rainbow log Cakes & Cake Slices

For Cake 
Slices: Score 
the top of the 
cake into 10 
even slices as 
shown here.

Base ice a vanilla 
rectangular sponge 
with Vanilla Flavoured 
Bettercreme®  
Pre-Whip. Coat the 
sides of the sponge 
with brightly coloured 
rainbow vermicelli 
or other decorative 
sprinkles.

Using one colour bag of 
Bettercreme® Pre-Whip 
at a time, begin by piping 
different patterns on 
each slice or log cake. 
Try a series of patterns 
including: zig-zags, rose 
swirls, spiral rosettes, 
braided shells or any other 
pattern.

Finish by topping the 
crème with different 
decorative sprinkles 
such as: candy-coated 
chocolate, caramelised 
popcorn, jelly beans, 
marshmallows or 
pretzels. 

For a log 
Cake: Score 
the top of 
the cake into 
3 even slices 
as shown 
here. 

Colour 
with 

creativity

Add irresistibility by introducing a new level 

of excitement and creativity, with delightfully 

pre-whipped colourful Bettercreme® that 

spreads like a dream. 

Now available in a range of colours in a 

convenient, easy to use pre-whipped solution. 

Handling

riCH’S® neW 
BetterCreme® 

Pre-WHiP ColourS

Tear off 
perforated tip.

2

Defrost in refrigerator 
for 24 hours.

1

Push nozzle through 
and position correctly.  

3

Squeeze and twist top 
of bag to dispense. 

4
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Pattern 1: Begin at the 
outer lip of the cupcake 
piping comma-shapes 
towards the centre of 
the cupcake. Repeat 
five times overlapping 
each comma ensuring 
the entire cupcake is 
covered. Finish with a 
small star drop flower  
in the centre.

Pattern 3: Begin by 
piping a ring around 
the outer lip of the 
cupcake. Thereafter, 
pipe a medium sized 
ruffle dollop in the 
centre of the ring.

Pattern 4: Pipe 
a series of small 
star drop flowers 
covering the entire 
surface of the 
cupcake. Follow 
with a second layer 
of star drop flowers 
on top to create 
height.

Pattern 7: Begin at 
the outer lip of the 
cupcake and pipe 
comma-shapes in 
a ring around the 
cupcake. Finish by 
piping a large ruffled 
rosette in the centre 
of the cupcake. 

Pattern 5: Begin 
at the outer lip of 
the cupcake piping 
comma-shapes 
towards the centre 
of the cupcake. 
Overlap each 
comma ensuring 
that the entire 
cupcake is covered.

Pattern 8: Pipe four 
shells in a cross 
shape (X) on top of 
the cupcake. Finish 
with a small star 
drop flower in the 
centre.

Pattern 2: Begin at 
the centre of the 
cupcake, piping 
a spiral rosette to 
look like a rose.

Pattern 6: Pipe a 
ruffled rosette by 
squeezing the piping 
bag hard and slowly 
guiding the nozzle 
back and forth until 
the desired height is 
achieved.

Clam Shell rainbow dessert
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Colourful Cupcakes

Soak the sponge 
layer with 
approximately 
1 cup of Tres 
Riches® Syrup 
or until well 
saturated.

Using the lid of a 
clam shell, gently 
mark the top of 
a Tres Riches® 
Rectangular 
Sponge outlining 
the size of the 
sponge shape 
required.

Using Vanilla Flavoured 
Bettercreme® Pre-Whip, 
pipe zig-zag lines across 
the top of the sponge.

To finish, decorate 
by randomly piping 
different colour small 
star drops on top of 
the Vanilla Flavoured 
Bettercreme®. 

Once marked, 
use a knife to 
cut the sponge 
to the correct 
shape. Place the 
sponge into the 
clam shell.

By using any of the 
Bettercreme® 

Pre-Whip Colours, 
a series of different 

patterns can be 
achieved:

ingredientS and 
utenSilS required
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Begin by cutting 
diagonally across 
or straight down a 
Long John donut. 

To finish, lightly dust 
the top of the donut 
with icing sugar.

Using any Bettercreme® 
Pre-Whip variant, pipe 
and fill the donut, using a 
variety of different patterns 
such as: shell piping, spiral 
rosettes, braided shells, 
rose swirls or zig-zags.

long John donuts

To finish, top 
with different 
decorative 
sprinkles.

Begin by icing a 
ring donut with 
Rich’s® Dipping 
Icing (any variant). 

Crème ring donuts

ring and long John donuts
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naked Cakes | 6” or 8” Sponges

Using any Bettercreme® Pre-Whip 
variant, either pipe a large swirl 
rosette in the centre of the donut or 
pipe a ruffled rosette by squeezing 
the piping bag hard and slowly. 
Guide the nozzle back and forth until 
the desired height is achieved. Place the 

other layer 
of sponge, 
flat–side-up, 
on top of the 
crème. 

Begin by slicing 
either a 6” or 8” 
sponge in half.

Repeat the 
process piping 
the same design 
on top of the 
cake.

To finish, top 
with different 
decorative 
sprinkles.

Using any Bettercreme® Pre-Whip 
variant, pipe a layer of crème on the 1st 
layer of sponge. Note: Crème layers can 
be piped in a variety of ways by either 
piping shells toward the centre of the 
cake, large spiral rosettes covering the 
surface, or small rose swirls. 

ingredientS and 
utenSilS required



ProduCt Code deSCriPtion CaSe Count unit maSS groSS maSS

02581 Bettercreme® Pre-Whip Colours (Mixed Case) 4 units 500g 2.30 Kg

06436 Vanilla Flavoured Bettercreme® Pre-Whip 4 units 500g 2.30 Kg

06555 Chocolate Flavoured Bettercreme® Pre-Whip 4 units 500g 2.30 Kg

02558 Tres Riches® Syrup 9 units 2 Kg 18.76 Kg

04644 200mm (8”) Signature Chocolate Sponge 24 units 400g 11.00 Kg

04641 200mm (8”) Signature Vanilla Sponge 24 units 400g 11.00 Kg

15154 150mm (6”) Chocolate Sponge 36 units 170g 6.52 Kg

15155 150mm (6”) Vanilla Sponge 36 units 170g 6.52 Kg

15519 200mm (8”) Standard Chocolate Sponge 24 units 295g 7.88 Kg

15518 200mm (8”) Standard Vanilla Sponge 24 units 295g 7.88 Kg

06945 Tres Riches® Rectangular Sponge 16 units 660g 11.36 Kg

10787 Baked Vanilla Cupcake 60 units 40g 2.62 Kg

16086 Baked Chocolate Cupcake 60 units 40g 2.91 Kg

10622 Baked Red Velvet Cupcakes 60 Units 40g 2.91Kg

13530 Homestyle Donut Ring 84 units 60g 5.73 Kg

12914 Homestyle Mini Donut Ring 200 units 25g 5.69 Kg

12631 Homestyle Long John Donut 60 units 63.7g 4.70 Kg

14860 Traditional Donut Ring 84 units 62g 5.74 Kg

12857 Traditional Long John Donut 60 untis 62g 4.25 Kg

16456 Koko Dipping Icing 1 unit 5 Kg 5.36 Kg

06436 Strawberry Dipping Icing 1 unit 5 Kg 5.19 Kg

16458 White Dipping Icing 1 unit 5 Kg 5.23 Kg

04262 White Dipping Icing 1 unit 10.4 Kg 10.76 Kg

04312 Caramel Dipping Icing 1 unit 10.4 Kg 10.76 Kg

riCH ProduCtS CorPoration aFriCa  
77 earp Street, ophirton, 2091 | tel: 0860-0-riCHS (74247) | www.richs.co.za

ProduCt SPeCiFiCationS

Bettercreme® Pre-Whip

neW

Handling
•	 Keep	frozen	at	-18°C	or	below.

•	 Before	use,	defrost	in	refrigerator	for	24	hours.

•	 Return	Bettercreme® Pre-Whip bag to refrigerator directly after each use. 

•	 For	best	results,	avoid	kneading	frozen	or	thawed	bag.	

•	 Do	not	store	product	in	warm	area.

Shelf life
•	 Unopened,	frozen:	12	months

•	 Unopened,	refrigerated:	14	days	

•	 Opened,	refrigerated:	5	days

•	 Ambient:	7	days	on	a	cake	or	dessert


